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Locally generated gamma oscillations synchronize spikes, but the nature of coupling between regions
remains unclear. In this issue of Neuron, Schomburg et al. (2014) show that afferent gamma input fails to
entrain hippocampal output, suggesting limited propagation of gamma waves.

The timing of signals in the brain is
important for information transfer. Such
temporal coding is facilitated by neural
oscillations in many frequency bands,
which provide a temporal framework
within which information can be bound
or segregated via oscillatory cycles (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012). Gamma oscillations (>30 Hz) in particular tightly
synchronize the spiking output of a region, making a response in the downstream region more likely to be elicited
than if the signals arrived asynchronously.
This is known as coincidence detection,
which is a widely accepted consequence
of gamma activity (König et al., 1996).
Additionally, downstream regions also
produce gamma oscillations during information transfer, and it has been postulated that gamma oscillations that are
coherent between the upstream and
downstream regions facilitate successful
information transfer between the two regions (Fries, 2005). New compelling evi-

dence in this issue of Neuron, however,
found that spiking of Cornu ammonis 1
(CA1) pyramidal neurons was not entrained by afferent gamma input, questioning whether this latter theory applies
to hippocampal gamma oscillations.
CA1 in the hippocampus has spatially
segregated inputs and different gamma
oscillations that occupy distinct frequency bands (Csicsvari et al., 2003;
Colgin et al., 2009), therefore making
CA1 an excellent place within which
to study gamma oscillations. Adopting a
tour de force approach, Schomburg
et al. (2014) implanted high-density silicon
shanks containing an impressive total of
up to 256 sites into the dorsal hippocampus of rats. This allowed for simultaneous
recording of both gamma oscillations and
spikes from all layers of CA1 and also
along the majority of CA1’s transverse
(proximodistal) axis of the dorsal hippocampus. The high recording density increases the likelihood of capturing activity

from matching dendritic and somatic
compartments of the same neurons,
which is an important factor to consider
when interpreting the acquired data.
CA1 receives afferent input from layer 3
of the entorhinal cortex (EC3) and CA3 of
the hippocampus, from which they also
recorded in concert with CA1. Complementing this state of the art technology,
the investigators used advanced methods
of source separation. Specifically, independent component analysis (ICA) was
used in addition to conventional currentsource density (CSD) analysis to pinpoint
the precise location of gamma oscillations. ICA allows for the separation of
linearly mixed sources into their independent components (Fernández-Ruiz and
Herreras, 2013). This is useful when heterogeneous signals occur at the same
site, such as gamma oscillations in CA1,
where ICA has been employed to isolate
and study the different current generators
(Korovaichuk et al., 2010).
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These powerful methods
the two preceding gamma
A
separated CA1 LFPs into
oscillations that occur in
three distinct components: a
each theta cycle? To investidendritic sink in the stratum
gate this question, the authors
radiatum (Rad; the location of
looked at the relationship beexcitatory CA3 input), another
tween cell spikes and the
current sink in the stratum laoscillations seen in the LFP.
cunosum-moleculare (L-M;
If the oscillations did indeed
the location of direct EC3
couple the two regions, then
input), and a current source
one would expect the spiking
in the stratum pyramidale
of pyramidal neurons in both
(Pyr; the location of the CA1
regions to adhere to the
output neurons). Each of the
same oscillation. As exB
isolated LFP components
pected, spiking of pyramidal
was found to be preferentially
neurons in both CA3 and
coupled to a different gamma
EC3 was strongly coupled to
oscillation: Rad to slow
LFP oscillations in both their
gamma (gammaS, 30–80 Hz),
respective local region and
L-M to medium gamma (gamin the layer of CA1 that they
maM, 60–120 Hz), and Pyr to
innervate.
However,
the
fast gamma (gammaF, >100).
spiking of CA1 pyramidal cells
Reassuringly, gamma cohershowed only weak coupling to
ence between the afferent
the oscillations in the afferent
regions and their terminal
regions but strong coupling
fields was consistent with
to gammaF in Pyr.
known anatomical projecThus, during communications. Using such powerful
tion of information, gamma
methods, the authors have
oscillations entrain local pyraunequivocally identified the
midal neurons, and the downsinks and sources of gamma
stream region inherits these
Figure 1. Spatiotemporal Segregation of Hippocampal Gamma
oscillations in CA1, thereby
oscillations in the layers that
Oscillations
(A and B) The different gamma oscillations in CA1 are segregated in the temconfirming previous suggesare innervated by the afferent
poral domain by theta oscillations (A) and in the spatial domain whereby the
tions that Rad, L-M, and Pyr
projections (Figure 1B). Howdendritic layers inherit the gamma oscillations of their afferent regions (B).
exhibit three distinct gamma
ever, these afferent inputs fail
oscillations, of which the dento entrain the downstream pydritic oscillations share the same freThe sequence of distal activity occur- ramidal cells. Inputs are low-pass filtered
quency band as their upstream regions ring before proximal activity is important as they travel along the apical dendrites
(Csicsvari et al., 2003; Colgin et al., for dendritic integration in CA1 pyramidal to the soma of CA1 pyramidal cells (Vai2009; Lasztóczi and Klausberger, 2014).
cells. Distal input from EC3 can both dya and Johnston, 2013), explaining how
CA1 gamma oscillations have an increase or decrease the probability of it is possible for a distinct oscillation to
intimate relationship with theta oscilla- CA3 input to cause CA1 pyramidal cell be produced by the CA1 pyramidal cells,
tions (3–12 Hz), being phase-amplitude spiking, and this depends on the timing which can occupy a phase and frequency
coupled (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012). of the EC3 input (Remondes and Schu- different from those of their input.
The different CA1 gamma oscillations man, 2002). Schomburg et al. (2014)
Interneurons in CA1 showed a stronger
had different theta-phase preferences. have therefore revealed a potential model coupling to the afferent gamma oscillaGammaM occurred on the peak of each of information processing in CA1 whereby tions than the pyramidal neurons did.
theta cycle, followed by gammaS on the at the start of each theta cycle there is This is consistent with their coincidence
descending phase, and lastly, GammaF incoming afferent information from EC3 detector properties and also confirms
occurred at the trough of the theta cycle followed by input from CA3, and then at previous research in vitro that found
(Figure 1A). This order of theta-phase the trough of the theta cycle the CA1 pyra- that feedforward inhibition underlies the
preference disagrees with a previous midal cells start firing, producing both propagation of gamma oscillations to
study also looking at in vivo CA1 oscilla- CA1’s output and the gammaF seen in the CA1 perisomatic layer (Zemankovics
tions, where gammaS and gammaM the LFP. This clearly defined order of et al., 2013).
These findings therefore suggest that
were maximal at the early descending CA1 information transfer can help guide
phase and trough of theta, respectively future computational models of CA1 infor- coherence between gamma oscillations
in the upstream region and gamma oscil(Colgin et al., 2009). This study, however, mation processing.
did not use multisite recordings, precludDo EC3 and CA3 inputs entrain the CA1 lations of the output of the downstream
ing accurate source identification.
output, or is the output independent of region is not important for information
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transfer in the entorhinal-hippocampal
system. It would seem that entorhinalhippocampal gamma oscillations are a
unidirectional process, with little importance of the oscillation in the downstream
region for the receipt of information from
upstream regions. This suggests that
neural information is not bound to a single
specific gamma wave that carries it along
multiple steps of its neural pathway.
Rather, the information is received and
processed by each region and then
assigned to a new gamma cycle from
the local generator for the subsequent
step along the neural pathway.
GammaM and gammaS inputs into
CA1 could be competitive, cooperative,
or independent of one another. Schomburg et al. (2014) compared gamma
oscillations between rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and awake states.
During REM sleep, CA3 pyramidal firing
decreased, and this was accompanied
by a decrease in gammaS power in both
CA3 and CA1 Rad. These changes were
mirrored by increases in both EC3 pyramidal cell firing and gammaM power. Importantly, the coupling between CA1 and its
afferent regions also changed, whereby
CA1–CA3 coupling decreased and CA1–
EC3 coupling increased. This suggests,
therefore, that there is competition within
CA1 between the two gamma oscillations
and their respective inputs.
Lastly, the authors looked at the physiological relevance of these findings using
a behavioral test that examined the effect
of memory recall. In contrast to REM
sleep, where CA3 pyramidal cell firing
fell, this time it increased. This increase

was accompanied by an increase in
power of all three gamma oscillations,
with gammaS in Rad showing the biggest
increase. Furthermore, some CA1 pyramidal cells increased their firing at the peak
of the theta cycle, demonstrating that
changes in EC3 and CA3 input into CA1
influences CA1 theta-gamma coupling.
As with all good papers, Schomburg
et al. (2014) raise a number of interesting
new questions. Pyramidal neurons also
have basal dendrites in stratum oriens,
which receive inputs from multiple
sources. How is this information sorted
when the spatial segregation of inputs as
seen in L-M and Rad is absent? Moreover, this study suggests that CA1 pyramidal cell spiking causes gammaF in the
perisomatic region, but what mechanisms
underlie the spiking and associated
gamma activity? An important point to
consider is that this study analyzed
average spike coupling over multiple
cycles, whereas a cycle-by-cycle analysis
might reveal transient coupling of CA1
pyramidal spiking to afferent gamma
oscillations that was obscured by group
averages. This would be particularly interesting for gammaS during the descending
phase of theta, when individual CA1 pyramidal cells show phase precession relative to the ongoing theta activity (O’Keefe
and Recce, 1993).
To summarize, there is now clear
evidence that the CA1 layers Pyr,
Rad, and L-M each possess a distinct
gamma oscillation. These oscillations are
differentially phase-amplitude coupled
to theta oscillations, and the phase
preference is task dependent. Further-

more, the output of CA1 (pyramidal cell
spiking) is coupled to its own unique
gamma oscillation that is distinct from
gamma oscillations originating from the
afferent inputs. These findings were
attained using impressive hardware and
analytical techniques and set a new
standard for future research into neural
oscillations.
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